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If you’ve ever wondered how some people obtain beautiful dreadlocks without twisting or using
hair products, then this reserve is for you. You will never need to go to the salon or be worried
about your hair once again. In this groundbreaking book you will notice Adette's 12 year trip
depicted in over 30 pictures. If your locks is at least a little curly, you can absolutely use this
book to create the most beautiful dreadlocks on the planet. You will like your locks and garner
many compliments. The actions are easy and can be achieved at any age.
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 I sensed that for the Kindle price it had been pretty short. I think she did a great job upon this
book. It's very simple and well written. Exactly the information I needed to start me on my lock
journey Great info! Lots of various other books I've read on the subject had way too much details
listed for something so simple. The information was straight forward and easy to understand.
Wellington breaks it down basically. Great book. Good enough The book was short and straight
to the point. The knowledge taught one important thing "NO PRODUCTS NEEDED" simply .. I think
the author is going back inside and add more pages to make this a real value for the customer.
The knowledge taught one important things "NO PRODUCTS NEEDED" just keeping the scalp
clean and the hair moist. The only real bad comment I've is that the pictures weren't clear.
Started with braids. Growing amazing dreadlocks The book just about explains everything in the
videos with a bit more details. Definitely recommended for anyone interested in taking the
freeform path. My only issue is the cost of almost ten dollars that I paid. On my way Ms. My 2nd
set is going to be more healthy than my first set. I've been free forming for six months. I thought
it was quick and to the point. My hair is about three inches long and so far, the suggestions are
starting to lock. I draw the tiny buds out about every three times. It's a long process but I am
individual. Good Read Very information about the organic locking process for those of us who
are interested in this journey. I myself have made the mistake of becoming a product junkie,
thinking that it takes much to carry out this. It's a big misconception on my component after
reading this. Today l am on the correct path. I wish it was more detailed. Five Stars This lady
right here has been my inspiration to keep growing my locks.I expected more details on the many
locking stagesI'd recommend the book to someone extremely not used to natural hair and locs
Great dreadlock book Instructions are very simple, with her story on her behalf journey with
natural hair and dreadlocks. It is short, but gives detailed instructions. Lots of pictures of the
progress. Great book! Add more There is some good information for someone seeking to grow
healthy and natural Dreadlocks. A. Basic also to the point.. We felt that for the Kindle price it had
been pretty short. I wash my hair twice weekly and towel dried out and leave it alone.Also follow
her on YouTube very informative! Fantastic!!! The information contained in this ebook is
priceless. Adette provides truly simplified the dreadlock process and made it easily accessible to
anyone. This was a straightforward quick read. Brava!! I don't think Adette could have made it
any simpler. Wellington's book was concise and an easy task to follow. I stick to her on YouTube
and when you few watching her movies and reading this book, after that you're set. Thank you for
enlightening me. I certainly liked reading it and I enjoyed the fact that it wasn't very long. I
learned a lot from this book. I look forward to more books from the writer! Simply the Best This a
fantastic book for those seeking to loc their hair the Freeform way. Well-written.
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